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We are starting to raise money for the development of the property in Lavapie. The
land is currently being cleared of underbrush and small trees. The first building 
that we will build is a warehouse. This building will be able to be used as a Church 
for the time-being, but will eventually be a secure warehouse to store supplies. 
Westside Holiness Church has adopted this project and will be funding its 
construction. 
                                          We will also need to build a block wall around the property. This will be needed        
                                          for protection as well as to define our land-lines. If you would like to help purchase   
                                          blocks for the wall they will cost $1.00 each and we will need 5000 blocks. We         
                                          will also need to build outside restrooms and install a septic tank. We are planning    
                                          a trip in October to begin construction on the warehouse. 

We would like to send a special thanks to Wyndal Burnsed. He is the owner                  and operator of WULS, 
an all-southern gospel music radio station located in Douglas, GA.  He has                    interviewed us on the 
air concerning Harvest Season Ministries and is a financial supporter of                         HSM. So please tune in 
to 103.7 on the FM dial if you pass through Douglas, GA. 

We are currently building a website and will have it up and running very soon. Thanks to Bro. Jon Isaacs.

We are please to announce that through your support, a topper was built and installed on the motor trike for 
Pastor Narciso! Thank you!!!

If you are interested in getting on board and helping with a Mission's project, 
here are a few goals we have and ways you can bless:

1.  Perimeter wall at Lavapie - funds needed: approximately   $5000.
2.  Restrooms at Lavapie - funds needed: approximately   $900.
3.  Church - funds needed: approximately   $12,000
4.  Bibles and tracks - funds needed: approximately   $600 (per 100 bibles and 100 tracks)
5.  Vehicle - funds needed: approximately   $15,000

                                                  I am reminded of the text, “Lift up your eyes, and look on the fields: for they
                                                  are white already to harvest”. The greatest need that HSM has is Missionaries.
                                                  We are currently praying that God will call young couples to the Dominican 
                                                  to reap this great harvest of souls. If you feel that God is calling you to full
                                                  time missions work, please contact HSM, we would love for you to 
                                                  accompany us on a Missions Trip and it may be that God would burden 
                                                  YOU for the Dominican Republic.

                                                                                            Bro. Steve Gentry
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Until all have heard....

103.7 WULS!
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